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Sexually transmitted COVID-19

Dear Editor,

We read with great interest a “letter to the Editor” published in the

journal of Dermatologic Therapy by Gaspari et al,1 who speculated that

certain percentage of the asymptomatic population could spread

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)

through sexual contact (vaginal, anogenital and orogenital), and anal

swab for all coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) patients and those

with negative nasopharyngeal swab may be considered. Another letter

to the Editor published by Hafi et al2 stated that “a definitive state-

ment regarding sexual transmissibility is not possible unless infectivity

is proved by virus isolation,” and the concept of “sexual abstinence”

during COVID-19 pandemic is not a healthy advice.

In their study on healthy women, Yuksel and Ozgor found a signifi-

cantly higher sexual desire and frequencies of sexual intercourse during

COVID-19 pandemic compared with 6 to 12 months prior.3 In another

study by Qiu et al4 on 10 severely infected women with COVID-19, no

SARS-CoV-2 virus was noted in their vaginal fluids. They concluded that

likelihood of transmitting SARS-CoV-2 to sexual partners through vagi-

nal fluids may be low. However, only postmenopausal women were

studied and the vaginal swabs were taken 17 days or more after disease

onset, which was not ideal for viral detection by reverse transcription-

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Lower viral spreading to genital

organs and genital secretions may be due to low rate of viremia for

COVID-19.5 Genital contamination with genital fluids, even with low

rate, is not unexpected. Due to risk of “genital” contamination with

SARS-CoV-2 infection, Delfino et al6 recently recommended to perform

routine RT-PCR assays for SARS-CoV-2 detection at least on three

swabs, nasopharyngeal, vaginal, and rectal, in order to decrease the pos-

sible risk of vertical transmission of the infection in pregnantwomen.

Despite being a debatable point of discussion, possible sexual

transmission for SARS-CoV-2 could place some sexual minorities, such

as transgender and men have sex with men (MSM), at disproportion-

ately higher risk. MSM are also at risk for sexual transmission of enteric

pathogens presenting with gastroenteritis from varied pathogens,

including viral gastroenteritis.7 The fecal-oral route of viral transmission

through sexual contact is hence plausible. Despite nasopharyngeal test-

ing negativization, COVID-19 patients can persistently result positive

on rectal swabs.3 MSM at risk of HIV infection may also continue to

engage in risky health behaviors, including ignoring stay-at-home

orders, getting in condomless physical contact with possible COVID-19

partners, or have poor access to necessary sexual health clinics, HIV

prevention services, and sexually transmitted disease (STD) testing dur-

ing the current COVID-19 pandemic situation.8 MSM patients younger

than 50 years might be at higher risk of COVID-19. We suggest rectal

swab to be tested for higher risk suspected contact.

Due to their engagement in fighting COVID-19 pandemic, derma-

tologists may have the fortune to document a myriad of cutaneous

signs in COVID-19 patients; Ehsani et al9 recently reported a case of a

young male patient presented with disseminated “pityriasis rosea”

(PR) lesions preceded by fever, fatigue, gastroenteritis, and anorexia

3 days before. The patient later showed radiological finding of

COVID-19. Recently, Dursun and Temiz noted the number of their PR

adult patients had increased approximately five times during the

COVID-19 pandemic compared to the same time last year.10 Exclu-

sion of STDs is a rule while evaluating PR in a sexually active adult.

Could PR in COVID-19 patient be a marker for STDs remains an open

question.

Patients with sexual minorities should have more attention in the

current situation. They are at risk of not only STDs, but also SARS-

CoV-2 through genital contamination. COVID-19 patients presented

with PR, or known STD, should be enquired about their sexual behav-

ior/preference, and should undergo more than a nasopharyngeal swab

before considering negativity of infection.
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